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#1
She has long raven black hair which flows
down her back, and her bangs are shaped
into a V. Her eyes are a bright green and
she has rooted eyelashes. Her lips are
vibrant red. Her legs do not move.

#2
She has long brown hair and light brown
eyes. She has holes for earrings. One hole
has part of an earring broken off in it.
There is some wear at the tops of her legs
where they meet the torso. Has some
fingernail polish still. I see no pin pricks
at feet. Has a split on back of both legs.

#3
She is nude except for pearl stud earrings.
She has gorgeous eye makeup, wonderful
bright red lips and matching red
fingernail/ toenail polish.

#4
Her hair falls just past her buttocks. It is
very pale, almost platinum, with a light
bronze streaking. Her eyes are a light blue
shade and lips are dark maroon. She has a
light complexion. Her fingernails are
painted pale blue-green. She is nude.

#5
She has very detailed eye makeup and
features, wonderful bright coral lips,
piercing blue eyes and a beautiful facial
expression. Her neck has unusual
mobility, allowing her head to move up
and down as well as from side to side.

#6
Her hair is smooth and shiny with no
tangles, frizzies, matting or missing plugs.
She has white earrings and ring. She has
no ink or bite marks.

#7
She has a dark spot on the back of her
hair and her hair is a bit messy. She also
has a black tiny spot near her eye in the
corner and a faint mark on her face, but
overall she is in good condition for her
age. No green ears but the earring holes
are there.

#8
She has no nose nips, no neck splits and
no missing hair plugs. She has earring
holes but no stains. In addition, one ear
has one extra pin prick and the other has
four. Her legs are stain free. The right leg
is not tight at the hip. The left leg has
some pin pricks at the ankle and three
more not shown on the other side of her
foot. She has retouched nail polish. She
has no missing digits or significant stains.

#9
Her lips are a more dark coral/orange
colour rather than the normal bright red
lips. She has no green at ears. Her body is
in good condition. She does have a
scratch under one arm and a blue mark at
the top of one leg.

#10
She has full, sunny lemon yellow blond
hair, and good coloring with no pale
spots. No green anywhere, no neck splits,
or nose nips. No missing fingers or toes.

#11
A gorgeous beauty with black hair,
medium complexion. She has caramel
complextion, brunette hair / w bangs and
pink streaks , brown eyes w/
complementing taupe shadow dark liner,
and lips that are finished in a orange
lipstick.

#12
Her body is lovely with no greening, pin
pricks, scratches, or cuts. Her legs are
attached and knees click to position. Her
feet and toes are in great condition. Her
arms are tight and hold their position.
Her head has no earring holes or green
ear. Her hair is a beautiful light blonde
color, full with no missing plugs. Some
scratches, very minor discolor, joints still
tight. Her knees do not click at any
bending position; in my opinion they are
broken.

#13
Her red (oxidezed) color bubble cut
rooted hair is nice and full. She is high
color with a very beautiful face. Turn n
twist waist. She is wearing a very lovely
outfit with blouse, skirt, pantyhose, and
white squishy boots. Both her legs click 3
times and hold a pose. And her fingers
and toes are in excellent condition. But
she does have some bites on her feet and
1 very small on her finger.

#14
Her hair is near perfect with no missing
plugs of trims. Her eyes have beautiful
makeup and her brows are perfect with
no fading. Her lips look great. She has no
green on her ears, no earring holes and no
neck splits or nose nips. She has some
pinpricks on her left cheek, scratches near
the left side of her nose, a scratch near
her left eye and a couple of nicks on the
left side of her chin. A nick above her
right eyebrow. Almost all defects are on
the left side of her face for some reason.

#15
Her hair has some missing plugs in back
but no cuts. There is a very small nick on
the right side of the face and a mark on
the right eye. She has several chews on
her feet. She has no neck splits. There is
no sign of green on her ears. The left leg
is swingy, the right is tight.

#16
She no nose nips, and no neck splits. She
does have some missing hair plugs. They
are all on the bottom row and in the back.
The area missing hair runs from the back
of one ear around to the back of the other
ear. She has one super neatly made and
neatly placed shallow earring hole per
lobe, but no discoloration. She has a
goldish spot and some scratches on her
back torso at the left arm socket.

#17
Her head is beautiful with chin length
uncut nutmeg brunette hair with full
plugs, full coral peachy lip paint, dark
eyebrows and a small bit of wear to her
eyelashes. She has a very excellent clean
body free of soil and hand oils and has a
powdery feel to it. The joints are very
tight, the left foot bends inward a tiny
amount, has 90 percent of her finger nail
polish and does not have any marks or
chews. So the body is in very excellent
condition.

#18
She has auburn hair, blue eyes, and an
open mouth with pale pink lipstick. Her
hair is a little thin on top, but there is
plenty of hair to cover it. No plugs are
missing but several are thin. Otherwise
she is in very good condition, ink marks,
no chewed places.

#19
The haircut is pretty choppy and bad with
some very, very short hair chopped in
some places. No neck splits. No earring
holes. No green ear. Her legs are tight at
the hips. Her arms are tight at the
shoulders. She has about 70 percent of
her fingernail polish. None on her toes.
No chews or bites on her hands. But she
does have bites or pin pricks on both her
ankles and feet.

#20
She looks to be in good shape for her age.
Head has no split neck or green on it. She
has all her fingers and toes. Knees DO
NOT bend.

#21
She has big, beautiful blue side-glancing
eyes with blue eyeliner, smokey eye
shadow, black eyelashes, and blond
eyebrows, full red lips, red dots in
nostrils, and red-painted fingernails and
toenails. The red on her fingernails is still
mostly intact, but has faded quite a bit off
of her toenails. There is a tiny rub spot on
her bottom lip that's missing red. There is
NO green around her ears, however the
holes are a little bigger than originally.
Her limbs and head are still nice and tight
and in good working order with no neck
splits. Her hair still looks great, but does
have at least one plug out near the hairline
on her neck.

#22
She has some stray lashes. Her hair
appears intact but needs to be recombed
and some restyling. She has numerous
pinpricks on her left arm and several on
the right arm, other blemishes on all parts
of her body, hands have nicks. Right knee
is broken inside and does not click, skin is
not broken.

#23
Her hair does not appear to be cut or
missing any plugs. Her makeup is
wonderful–beautiful eyeshadow and
mascara with pale pink lips. Her
fingernails are all polished and all 10 toes
are intact.

#24
She has very dark brunette hair. She has a
few pricks around each ear, but no green.
No neck splits. There is a tiny/faint bite
mark on the end of her nose. There is a
tiny/faint smudge of red on one side of
top lip. Eyebrows have minor flaws, but
are very nice overall. Torso has some
superficial scratches from play—one
breast has a prick/dent/scuff. Arms are
tight. There is a bite mark that affects two
fingers on one hand. All fingers are intact
and some red nail-polish remains. There
are a few faint discoloration spots on legs.

#25
Her hair appears uncut. It is soft and
shiny. It is in a braid. There is a rubber
band around the top knot, the band is dry
and cracking with age and there are some
hairs sticking out of it. There is some
wrinkling or creases on her right front
and left rear legs near the hip area. There
is one tiny black spot on the bottoms of
each of her feet. No neck splits. She does
have some green ears, the worst of which
is the right ear. Her left ear is not as bad,
just a hint of green directly behind her
pearl earring.

#26
Hair is shiny, but she does have some
flyaway hairs. She has no haircuts, trims,
re-root, missing or thinning plugs. She
has no green ear with NO earring holes.
She has no nose nips or neck splits. There
are no pinpricks, cuts, gouges, stains or
notable damage to her head or body. Her
body is near perfect with no notable
damage with the exception of a very tiny
gouge on her left foot where the shoe
strap lies (barely noticeable to the naked
eye), may have a few very light scuffs due
to age. Her arms, hips and head are very
tight! She holds any position with no
issues. She has no strange or bad odors
such as cigarette smoke, mold or mildew
smell. Her lovely head and body is a
consistent color (no darker areas). She has
all her fingers and toes. Polish is near
perfect on both hands and feet.

#27
She has long hair that is rooted with two
rows of plugs around the perimeter of the
head - see photo. Her hair has hard curls
on end and curly bangs. She has light blue
eyeliner, blue eyes, red lips, and red dots
at her nostrils. She has red nail polish on
fingers and toes. There are very small
indentations on her ears where she
possibly had earrings. Her head, arms,
and legs are tanner than the torso. Her
arms and legs move, but are tight and do
not move loosely. There is one small
scratch on her back that starts at the
shoulder blade and goes under the arm.
Her fingers and toes are in very good
condition. Her hair still feels soft, but
there are a few places where the hair is
woven, as if it were at one time in a braid.

#28
Her almost black brunette hair is long and
full, soft and shiny. No hair plugs missing.
Red lips, with brown eyeliner over her
black eyeliner. She has a matte finish
complexion. She has one tiny earring hole
in each ear, no green ear ever, no neck
splits or nose nips—she wears safe
replacement gold hoop earrings. Full red
finger and toe paint. She has faded evenly
to a beautiful ivory fleshtone skintone—
not a sickly white color, same all over. No
marks or discolorations. Her stance is
perfect and her limbs are all tight and
hold pose.

#29
She has a pink ring and checked Nicker
pants. Head seems a little wiggly to me.
Bruses on legs.

#30
She has a prick at each ear with only a dot
of brown discoloration. NO neck splits.
Complexion is a bit darkened. Her lips
have faded to a "buttercream" color.
There are 2 teeeeenie prick marks in the
middle of lips. Her hair is thick and long..
I don't see any missing plugs. Her arms
are tight. All fingers are intact (with most
of nail-polish still there. Torso has a lot of
scuff wear on back and breasts and there
is a small slash mark on each side of
waist. There are some bite marks on one
foot.

#31
She had lovely makeup (two slight rubs
on lower lip) and her hair seems uncut; no
missing plugs that I can see. She just
needs a restyle. She has no pin pricks on
her legs, however there is a "blemish" on
her right leg / near the ankle area. It
appears the skin, at one time, bubbled and
cracked. Not that noticeable and certainly
does not distract from her beauty. Left
foot has a slight toe nip. There is a slight
crack on bottom of left foot, where the
plastic in the leg has shifted.

#32
She has the most beautiful full head of
oxidized hair I've ever seen. It is thick and
absolutely shining. She is perfect with big
brown doe eyes, rosy cheeks, real lashes
and pink mouth. No neck splits, no green
ear. Her body is in excellent condition as
well. Her legs work well and hold three
positions. Her hands are perfect with all
fingers present and no chews or nicks.
The only minor issues are a few pin pricks
on her right leg on the foot.

#33
Her bright carrot red hair is full and thick
and comes to just under her chin in a full
pageboy style. No hair plugs missing. Her
high color geranium red lips and her black
eyeliner have received a professional
retouch to enhance them — robin's egg
blue shadow over her black eyeliner and
full brows under her bangs with a hint of
natural cheek blush. Full geranium red
fingernail polish. No toe polish. Her face
and all her body parts match exactly in
color. She has a light, porcelain like
complexion. No earring holes, so no
green ear and no neck splits or nose nips.
Even skintone with no marks or
discolorations, no pin pricks, cuts or
gashes. She has all of her fingers and toes.

#34
There is a purple cast to her hair. It
photographs true red, very beautiful. Her
face is great and has not yellowed. Dark
pink lips and cheeks still retain their
blush. Ears have no earring holes green or
paling. A couple of lashes missing or bent
on one eye. Brows are still deep and clear.
No haircuts, good bangs, hair is extra nice
and soft. She has the dark brown colored
scalp; may be missing one hair plug at
very back second row up covers under all
her hair. All over beautiful peachy color
to her body. Her legs have no splits or
chews. Good toes. Good hands with
some light pink polish remaining. No
polish on toes. One tiny ding behind one
ankle noticed under magnification.

#35
She has red head titian hair with bangs
which appears uncut. No missing plugs
noted; not sure if some may have thinned.
She has blue eyes, brown brows, and pale
butter yellow lips. She has no nose nip, no
green ears, no neck splits. There is a tiny
spot on lower left cheek with faint
greenish stain—hardly noticeable, unless
closely inspected (won’t show in picture).
She has all her fingers and toes and limbs
are attached. Right arm is not as tight as
the left arm. Her back and legs have few
minor, hardly noticeable, scratches. She
has a rattling sound inside her; not sure
why.

#36
She has bendable legs. One hand is
almost all gone, feet are pock marked,
eyelashes are worn and hair is messed up.

#37
She has blond hair with brown
eyeshadow. Her ponytail has its full
length with an abundant amount of
original curls at the bottom which
apparently have not been combed out.
Her bangs have an abundance of small
tight curls running across and descending
down her forehead, very flattering to her
features. Her stance is excellent, nice and
straight. She has no missing hair plugs, no
nose nips, no neck splits, no extra holes
in or near her ears, no pin pricks, no
chewed fingers, dents or gouges. She has
somehow retained a natural tan skin tone
to a good portion of her body, that is: her
face, arms and torso, both front and back.
Only her legs have faded to a light color,
(but not a ghostly white). Her hands show
a slight subtle lightening as well, but it is
not obvious. She does have a small bit of
green ear on (her) right side, though it is
pretty well covered by her earring. The
left ear is much better with the affected
area being very small and just at the hole.

#38
She does have brown discoloration spots
and specks on a few isolated areas. The
most observable are three very small light
brown spots on (her) lower right side at
the lowest part of the cheek and jawline.
There are two tiny specks on her left jaw
line descending downward where they are
not easily detectable. The other
observable area is on her upper chest and
two light brown symetrical spots on her
back opposite each other along with some
light surface scratches. Her bottom has a
vertical discoloration. Within this vertical
brownish area there are two miniscule
specks of pale green. There is very faint
streaking on both of her calves but not
obvious, and there is a very pale lavender
spot on her right ankle bone.

#39
Her hair appears complete and uncut. It is
soft but a bit fly away, it still has its curls
at the ends and in her bangs. She is
missing the rubber band that holds her
ponytail but it has been replaced so it still
holds its ponytail shape. She is overall
clean but does have very light grime on
her legs and feet. There is a small light
grey spot under her chin. Face makeup is
very good with some loss on her eye lids
and her coral pink lipstick. Her joints are
tight and she will hold a pose. Pink finger
and toe nail polish is at 90-100 percent.
She has her pearl earrings, one is shinier
than the other. No green ears or neck
split.

#40
Her titian hair is in a braid. Her face is
just beautiful with defined eyebrows —
on these redheads many times their
eyebrows are missing. She has big red lips.
She has no green ears. Her titian hair has
a top knot. Her body is near perfect with
no stains or darkening. She has all her
fingernail and toe polish. There is a little
piece missing at the back of her neck. The
back of the braid covers the slight
indentation.

#41
She has brown eyeliner which has not
turned pink or orange and even has some
blush. She has great bangs that are a little
thicker on one side than the other, but
they look great on her. The end of her
ponytail had been trimmed a little and
was slightly uneven. Her body is nice and
tight and she has faded to a nice color.
She has a few faint spots here and there,
but nothing very noticeable. Overall, very
nice and has a great stance. Her torso is
slightly lighter than the rest of her body.
Her finger and toenail polish complete.
She has no missing digits or chew marks
and no bad smells.

#42
No bangs, with some flaws. Her makeup
is all original. She is missing some
eyelashes. She has a neck split in the back,
about 3mm. Her hair in the back is
thinner. I'm not sure if she has had
haircuts but I think some limbs are
broken. Her body is in very good
condition with no pricks or bites and her
legs bend. She is wearing her original
panties (played with).

